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The Importance of Timing 
in Chinese Metaphysics – Focus on Period 9

  Day 1 – Saturday, 11 November 2023
 
09:00-10:00  Arrival,  Registration, Coffee and Networking
 

10:00-10:30 Opening Session   
 Opening Speech by IFSA President
 Award of Certificate – IFSA Accredited Feng Shui Masters (TBC)
 Award of Certificate – Foundation of IFSA Cambodia Chapter
 Opening Ceremony – Ribbon Cutting

10:30-11:15 Keynote Speaker The Importance of Timing in Chinese Metaphysics
 Senior Master Yap Boh Chu In Chinese Metaphysics, there is a common principle of Cosmic Trinity – “Heaven”, “Man” and “Earth”. 

Some say the “Heaven” denotes Destiny, “Man” a person’s Will and Decisions, and finally “Earth” refers 
to Feng Shui. However, in Feng Shui specifically, the Cosmic Trinity actually denotes Time, Direction 

  Day 0 – Pre-Convention Class – Friday, 10 November 2023 

09:00-16:00 By Master Cristina Groza

 Unleash Your Potential: Developing The Skills Of A Feng Shui Master 
 Encompassing a set of dynamic syllabus, this class is tailored specifically for flying stars students who aspire to become feng shui Master or to 

elevate their Feng Shui skills. Through the practical session, you will gain both knowledge and tools necessary to read, draw, customize Feng 
Shui plans, and understanding of the intricate connection between space, energy, and human well-being.   You will have the opportunity 
to delve into the fascinating realm of five elements and discover their profound influence in Feng Shui.  With extensive architecture training 
background, Master Cristina Groza will share her expertise on how to effectively incorporate feng shui elements with interior design, provide 
her unique insights on the integration of Feng Shui principles into architectural spaces and creating harmonious environments that promote 
balance and prosperity. Don’t miss this enlightening session, prepare to embark on a transformative journey that combines ancient wisdom 
with contemporary architectural solutions.  Let Master Cristina Groza empower you in your quest to becoming a true master in the art of Feng 
Shui.

18:30-19:30 IFSA Annual General Meeting (IFSA Members Only)

End of Day 0

  Day (-3) to (-1) – Pre-Convention Class – Tuesday to Thursday, 7-9 November 2023

10:00-17:00 By Master Ray Goh

 Metaphysics & Destiny Reading (Behaviour Profilling) 
 Equip yourself with the powerful Zi Wei Dou Shu 紫微斗数 method of destiny reading, learn how to read people, self-chart and plan your 

destiny path with accuracy! Apart from palmistry, face reading and BAZI, Zi Wei Dou Shu is one of the most influential schools of Destiny 
Reading widely practised in ancient China. It calculates a person’s Year, Month, Date, and Time of Birth to allocate the person’s Stars into 12 
different ‘Palaces’ of ‘Birth Chart’. By reading past data systematically, one can tell a person’s Destiny, pattern, or path. Zi Wei Dou Shu also helps 
to analyse relationships, health, career, talents, opportunities and problems. This course is outlined in the 1990s by Master Francis Leyau and 
Master Madam Yap at the CAFS and had since been taught by Master Ray Goh, imparting his knowledge and experience to his students.

Timing is an important aspect of Chinese Metaphysics and is present in all 5 Branches. It is used in healing, understanding Life Destiny, 
planning important events and assessing the effect of Time on the intrinsic energies of a site.

In the practice of Feng Shui, three main factors should always be considered – Location, Direction and Time.  These are extremely important 
in order to achieve effective outcomes and avoid detrimental repercussions.

 This year at IFSC 2023, we’ll focus on how Time and Timing are treated in the various Branches of Chinese Metaphysics.  This is especially 
significant due to the current change over from Period 8 to Period 9 in the Xuan Gong system of Feng Shui, which represents a momentous 
shift in fundamental global energies.  As such we seek to shed light on what might be expected from this transition and how Timing should 
be used to ensure a better practice of Chinese Metaphysics for everyone.

The Importance of TIMINg in Chinese Metaphysics  – Focus on Period 9

gMT+8

Programing Committee
Senior Master Yap Boh Chu (Chair) | Master Janene Laird | Master Goh Guan Leong | Master Cristina Groza 
Moderators:  Grand Master Raymond Lo & Senior Master Yap Boh Chu Emcee:  Master Janene Laird & Master Cristina Groza
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and Location respectively. Different schools of Feng Shui calculate Timing differently, the most 
widely recognised being the 20 year periods of Xuan Gong Fei Xing. In a nutshell, the application of 
timing cannot be dismissed as it is the key to feng shui practise, and some feng shui locations and 
arrangements can even turn inauspicious over time. Senior Master Yap Boh Chu will share more on the 
importance for Timing to be accounted for in one’s feng shui practises.

 11:15-12:00 Feature Speaker The Flying Star energies of Period 9
 Grand Master Dr Stephen Skinner In Period 9, Star #9 becomes Prominent, behaving in a different manner to its previous function as an 

amplifier or as Elemental Fire. No living person has experienced Period 9 (1844-1864), so there are no 
case studies or records to look back upon. In fact Shen Chu Reng’s system of Flying Stars (in use today) 
only became public in the 1920s, so we really are working theoretically. In this session GM Dr. Skinner 
will review the role which Water and Mountain Stars play. By interpreting each Star in the context of its 
‘office’, we can assess whether the Mountain Star takes care of human, relationships and family matters, 
and if the Water Star takes charge of financial matters and money flow. But these two Stars also affect 
each other, so how do we interpret the interaction between them in a Lo Shu Chart?

 12:00-13:15   Lunch Break

13:15-14:00 Master Maureen Chu Time and Healthy Life
  Chinese traditional concept of health is about balance between yin and yang and among the 5 basic 

elements. A person’s Four Pillars can be checked at birth and immediately from the birth data, we can 
convert the data into Four Pillars and see the potential problems that will surface at different stages of 
a person’s life.  With such knowledge, it is much easier to take precautions and minimize the chance of 
developing into something very serious.  As such, using Four Pillars of Destiny to detect health problem, 
hence take necessary precautions, is a very important and useful topic today.  Master Maureen will 
demonstrate with examples to show how reading Four Pillars and Destiny can be effective tool to 
handle health problems and as a guide to seek appropriate precaution against sickness.

14:00-14:45 Grand Master Raymond  Lo Age of 9 good House Design
  Transiting into “Age of 9”, what kind of house design will be most suitable and what aspects we need 

to pay special attention? GM Raymond Lo will explore the unique features of “Age of 9” buildings 
flying star charts and point out its drawbacks and how to overcome such short-comings to enhance 
harmony and prosperity. To improve on the “Age of 9” house design we can engage other theories and 
techniques such as “Castle Gate” “Seven Star Robbery” and “5 Ghost transports Wealth”…etc. What are 
the prosperous locations and better facing directions and how to engage the abovementioned skills 
will be explained.

14:45-15:30  Master Jane Langof Prosperous Spaces, Prosperous Lives:  
Creating a Thriving Feng Shui enterprise for the Future

  Master Jane Langof is set to uncover the path for Feng Shui practitioners to transform their passion 
into prosperity. Discover the secrets to attract ideal clients, boost business growth, and engage clients 
to value your services. As we approach Period 9, this presentation will equip you with strategies to 
balance passion with prosperity, positioning your practice for success in the upcoming era. Not only will 
you be able to transform your Feng Shui expertise into a thriving, sustainable business, but you’ll also 
contribute to the overall growth and advancement of the Feng Shui industry. Embrace the future, and 
together let’s ensure that our industry flourishes in years to come.

15:30-16:00   Coffee / Tea Break

16:00-16:30  Master Hitoshi Kawamoto Water Formula & Landscape Design in Period 9
  The outside environment is an important factor in Feng Shui.  Master Hitoshi Kawamoto will speak 

about favorable flow of water, structures, landform and facing direction in the Period 9. By means of 
water formula, such as the 八宮水法 Eight Palaces Water, 龍門八局水法 Eight Dragon Water formula, 
三元通天照水經 San Yuen Heaven Water Formula and 生旺墓水法 Three Harmony School Water 
Formula, this lecture will examine how incidents and accidents affect an area and shed lights on ways 
to incorporate good water flow into living spaces.

16:30-17:00 Speaker Naly Long,  Period 9
 Cambodia Feng Shui Pioneer As we navigate shifting landscape of the upcoming Period 9, characterized by Fire Element, adaptability 

and resilience are key. As energy patterns change, individual and businesses must prepare to adapt 
to new paradigms and embrace opportunities in a rapidly-evolving environment. With emergence 
of new paradigms, there is a natural inclination for individuals to generate new ideas that can lead to 
the flourishing of different industries, distinct from those of Period 8. Comparatively, the emergence 
of different industries may lead to developed countries experiencing reduction in economic activity, 
whilst other countries may experience growth spurt, much like the changing energy patterns in Period 
9. In this presentation, Cambodia Feng Shui pioneer Ms Long Naly will provide her valuable insights on 
industries and countries that are poised to benefit and thrive in the energy patterns of Period 9. 

17:00 -17:30 Master Adriel Trinidad Date Selection 
  An ancient Chinese proverb says: “An inch of time is like an inch of gold, but an inch of gold can never 

buy an inch of time.”  For the majority, this is true, but for feng shui practitioners who know how exactly 
to choose dates to start major activities— like marriage, to opening business, to moving homes, to 
surgery and the like, and even to choosing when to approach a boss for a raise— time is a gold mine.  
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The Importance of Timing 
in Chinese Metaphysics – Focus on Period 9

  Day 2 – Sunday, 12 November 2023
 

09:00-09:45 Master Goh Guan Leong It’s About The Changes, Period 9 
  “It’s the economy, stupid” was the winning mantra for Bill Clinton in his successful run for the White 

House in 1992.  This campaign phrase created a long-rooted impact as it was pointed to the Central 
Theme. So, what is the Central Theme for Period 9?  It’s about the changes & unpredictability.  In this 
session, Master Goh Guan Leong will explore the Essence of Changes (三易) – While things change 
constantly (变易), the changes are predictable (不易) and it will become even simpler (简易)  
once we identified the patterns.  He will share with us the predictable pattern of Period 9 and its  
impact on our health.  What would the possible area of health concerns be?  Will there be another 
‘pandemic’ just like Covid-19 pandemic in the future?  Master Goh will answer these questions during 
his speech.

09:45-10:30 Master SBS Surendran Time is The Healer
  Earth rotates, traverses elliptical orbit and in turn exposed to the Astro planetary influences. This has an 

impact on the life force energy on earth, referred to as “chi” in Oriental metaphysics, “Shakthi” or “Prana” 
in Indian building science “Vaastu” and Vedic astrology.  Energy can neither be created nor destroyed 
but transforms from one form to another such as Day to night. Timely corrective intervention to energy 
changes helps building occupants connect with energies from the cosmos, Feng Shui “Flying Stars” 
influences and Astrological imbalances.  As we traverse from period 8 to “Period 9” in Fengshui, it is 
recommended to activate the “timely” stars and counter ill effects of bad stars.  Let Master Surendran 
take you through an insight on time and energy influence on humankind, biorhythm of human life, 
Fengshui timing synonymous with Vedic Vaastu practices, and more.

10:30-10:45   Coffee / Tea Break

10:45-11:30 Dr Jin Peh Analysing Bazi Charts of Prominent Women in Preparation  
for Period Nine

  As period nine is shaping up to be a time for women to achieve success and prominence, Dr Jin Peh will 
examine the Bazi charts of women who are at the forefront of their industry, introducing and applying 
the flow method of Bazi chart interpretation through this talk.  In addition, Dr Jin Peh will consider 
personal relationships of these women by analysing compatibility with their partners.  Through Dr Jin 
Peh’s sharing, you will get a better understanding of different techniques that can be used to interpret 
Bazi charts that allows you to apply them in your daily life.

  11:30-12:15 Master Tim Chua   Drivers of Period 9 economy:  
Case Study of Singapore Macroeconomic Policies

  The purpose of this topic is to analyse the successful contributions of Singapore to the international 
economic system since independence, based on Chinese metaphysics. Master Tim Chua will reveals 
his insight into related trends and patterns and discuss how Singapore, named one of the four Asian 
Dragons (Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, and Hong Kong), benefited from being in the right place, 
at the right time, and focusing on the right things, from period 6 up until now. Moving forward, again 
based on Chinese metaphysics, Master Chua will discuss what she should focus on so that it will benefit 
the economy and help boost the country’s growth for the next 20 years in period 9.

12:15-13:15   Lunch Break

13:15-14:00  Master Ray Goh Timing: Destiny vs Ying Feng Shui vs Human Factor  
天时地利人和

  Are there differences for Grave and Yang Feng Shui in Period 8 vs Period 9? Why is year 2024 not Period 
9? Are a strong Luan Tou 峦头 and an in-timing dragon 的地龍 different? These are questions being 
asked amid the recent hypes in feng shui industry on period eight vs nine formations.  In terms of 
Geomancy vs Timing vs Luck, many are puzzled over each faction’s superiority.  Do the systems of 
Ziweibazi 紫薇八字, Qimendunjia 奇门遁甲, Divination卜, Grave 阴宅 and Yang Feng Shui  
阳宅风水 come to terms in Timing Utilization 择日? In the study of Cultivation, Medical, Destiny, Forms 

Correct as at 12 September 2023

Learn about the basics of date selection and other factors to consider based on one’s four pillars.  This 
will spell the difference between success and failure.  Backed by documented evidence from clients and 
their experiences, this topic shows how timing is of vital importance whether in the fading period 8 or 
the incoming period 9. 

17:30 -18:00  Master Dr Sabine Kullak The Importance of Timing on People’s Fortune and Direction in Life
  One aspect we can learn from Chinese Metaphysics is the changing influence that the 5 elements have 

on the course of a person’s life. It determines the direction of life in terms of partnership, health and 
career, but also – and most importantly – favourable times for our plans. Learn about the approach we 
can take to discover these possibilities, how to make use of them, and enjoy the illustration Master Dr 
Sabine Kullak share using prominent examples.

End of Day 1
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and Divination 山医命相卜, are there differences in timing factor? Master Ray Goh will present the 
answers of these questions and more.  

14:00-14:45 Mr Edgar Lok Tin Yung Right Time, Right Place & The Right Person 
  There is an English saying: “The right person at the right place at the right time”, coincidentally Chinese 

language has a similar phrase:  “天時 (Heaven), 地利 (Earth), 人和 (Man)”.  Feng Shui implementations 
are utilising time and space to help someone, with correct Feng Shui techniques and settings, it is 
possible to find out: When – the time, Where – the Space and Who – the person that the setting can 
bring benefits upon.  天玉經  (Heaven Jade Classical) Feng Shui text mentioned about the  
importance of timing –  “但看太歲是何神… 三合年中是”, which translates to “look at the Tai Sui and 
check out the time”.  Referencing to the wisdom within ancient classical Feng Shui texts like this one, 
Speaker Edgar Yung will share with you ways of traditional Feng Shui to predicate.

14:45-15:00   Coffee / Tea Break

15:00-15:45  GM Tan Khoon Yong Unveiling The 2024 global Outlook
  Through this thrilling keynote, you will learn how the world is going to change in 2024.  The founder 

of Way Fengshui Group, Grand Master Tan Khoon Yong will shares his insights on the world’s economy, 
social-political and key politicians’ potential impact in 2024 through bazi and fengshui analysis.  
Supplemented by prominent case studies to demonstrate the accuracy of Chinese metaphysics in 
terms of global issues, you will be equipped with a new perspective when the time comes for you to 
navigate and prosper amidst the new challenges of Period 9.

15:45 -17:00 Panel Discussions 

 The Importance of Timing in Chinese Metaphysics – Focus on Period 9 
 Panelists:
 • GM Tan Khoon Yong
     • GM Raymond Lo
     • GM Dr Stephen Skinner
     • Senior Master Yap Boh Chu
     • Master Jacek Kryg

17:00-17:30 Closing Session by iFSA President
 Award Certificate of Appreciation to Speakers
 Closing of iFSC 2023

19:30-23:00  gala Dinner – Dancing, entertainment and more

End of Day 2

  Day 3 & 4 – Post-Convention Tour – Monday & Tuesday, 13 & 14 November 2023

09:30-17:00 Tour 1: 13 November 2023
 Tracing The Origins Of Feng Shui In Chinatown
 By Senior Master Yap Boh Chu
 The first day of our Feng Shui tour will be spent in Kuala Lumpur where we’ll firstly take a look at the junction of the Gombak and Klang 

Rivers.  In Landform Feng Shui a river confluence such as this is very important as it is considered as the water entry, water exit or nexus of qi. 
Following this we’ll explore the Chinatown area of Kuala Lumpur and visit one of the oldest Taoist Temple - Sin Sze Si Ya Temple, plus a Chinese 
clan Association Hall, all of which are built using traditional Chinese architecture with Feng Shui relevance.

09:30-17:00 Tour 2: 14 November 2023
 Walking The Dragon At Nirvana Memorial Park
 By Senior Master Yap Boh Chu
 In Feng Shui, the Dragon normally refers to the mountain ranges. Hence to walk the Dragon is to walk the Mountains. Therefore on Day 2 of our 

Feng Shui tour what we want to do when we ‘Walk the Dragon’ is to understand the flow of qi that gives rise to the Dragon. This then informs 
us of both the quality and quantity of qi that is in an area directly affected by the Dragon. In both Yin and Yang Feng Shui, understanding the 
Dragon is the key to a good site, especially for Yin Feng Shui.  Why walk the Dragon at Nirvana?  Walking a Dragon is often difficult because of 
heavy forest growth. In Nirvana, the whole area is more easily viewed and allows us to closely examine some locations, so as to focus on more 
minute details of the Feng Shui.

End of Day 3 &  4

www.fengshui-convention.com
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The Importance of Timing 
in Chinese Metaphysics – Focus on Period 9

master Cristina groza 
Cristina groza Feng Shui & Bazi 
Academy, Romania

Graduated from Mincu Architectural 
Institute and majored in interior and 
furniture design, Master Cristina Groza 
approaches the field of Feng Shui as “a 
science complementary to architec-
ture”. Her passion for Feng Shui started 
during college, and has since studying 
concept of space from duo-per-
spectives, marrying Architecture and 
Chinese Metaphysics.  Mentored by 
GM Raymond Lo in the fields of Feng 
Shui, Destiny and I Ching, she was 
the first Romanian Feng Shui Master 
accredited by International Feng Shui 
Association (IFSA). Master Cristina 
enjoys great popularity in Romania 
for her Feng Shui expertise with many 
media appearances. Currently, Master 
Cristina Groza is at the helm of the 
only accredited Feng Shui Academy 
by IFSA in Romania, conducts Feng 
Shui and Four Pillars of Destiny 
training courses, and transform spaces 
to promote harmony, prosperity and 
well-being.

grand master  
Tan Khoon Yong 
Way FengShui group, Singapore

Grand Master Tan Khoon Yong 
inherited his forefathers’ expertise at 
the age of 30 and established Way 
Chinese Geomancy Centre (currently 
known as Way Fengshui Group) in 
1984.  A veteran of geomancy studies, 
he has been providing Feng Shui 
consultancy services for close to 40 
years, and has conducted more than 
1000 seminars worldwide.  GM Tan is 
the only practitioner in Singapore to 
be conferred the prestigious title of 
“Feng Shui Grand Master” by the IFSA 
in 2008.  He was appointed Academic 
Advisor to the Department of Philo-
sophy at Peking University in 1993, 
and in recognition of his contribu-
tions to the society, he received the 
Public Service Medal (PBM) in 1999.  A 
man of great talents and enthusiasm, 
GM Tan currently holds various roles 
in IFSA, Organization for Promoting 
Global Civilization and Singapore 
Association of Writers.

grand master  
Raymond Lo
Raymond Lo Feng Shui School, 
Hong Kong

Grand Master Raymond Lo, popularly 
known as “Fung Shui Lo”, is a graduate 
from the University of Hong Kong. He 
founded the Raymond Lo School of 
Feng Shui and Destiny and pioneered 
the introduction of Feng Shui, Four 
Pillars of Destiny, I Ching Divination 
and Auspicious Date Selection in the 
West, and conducts training classes 
world-wide. An author, researcher, 
lecturer, teacher with decades of 
practice, Grand Master Lo has written 
13 best-selling books in English and 
Chinese, all have been translated 
into multiple languages. In 2008, the 
renowned IFSA conferred the title of 
Grand Master to him for his significant 
contribution to the industry.  Cur-
rently, Grand Master Lo serves as vice 
President of IFSA and is a lecturer in 
the Hong Kong Federation of Youth 
Group Living Life Academy and All 
Masters World.

grand master  
Vincent Koh 
Singapore Feng Shui Centre (SFSC), 
Singapore

Grand Master Vincent Koh developed 
an interest in Feng Shui during his 
long successful career in the building 
industry since 1967.  After many years 
of practices in Feng Shui and in 1997, 
Grand Master Vincent Koh began shar-
ing his knowledge in public seminars 
and started teaching in collaboration 
with Singapore Polytechnic’s Continu-
ing Education Centre department.  He 
was awarded Singapore Polytechnic’s 
“Continuing Education Award” in 2003, 
2005 and 2007.  Grand Master Vincent 
Koh carries out research, teaches, ment-
ors and provides professional Feng Shui 
related services to both individuals and 
corporate clients.  He has written five 
books on Feng Shui, and trained over 
hundreds of graduates worldwide.  In 
2009, Grand Master Vincent Koh was 
conferred the title ‘Grand Master’ by 
IFSA.  He has since retired from his 
practices at the beginning of 2022.

grand master  
Dr Stephen Skinner
golden Hoard,  
United Kingdom

Grand Master Stephen Skinner 
wrote the first English book on Feng 
Shui “The Living Earth Manual of 
Feng Shui” in the 20th century. This 
book first brought Feng Shui to the 
attention of the Western world. In 
1998 he launched the “Feng Shui for 
Modern Living” monthly magazine. 
With distribution in 41 countries, this 
magazine helped popularise Feng 
Shui around the world. Grand Master 
Skinner launched the largest Feng 
Shui conference ever held in UK/
Europe, the ‘London International 
Feng Shui Conference’ in 1999. Today, 
he is the author of over 46 books 
that have been translated into more 
than 20 different languages. In 2015, 
he was conferred the title of Grand 
Master by the IFSA. Grand Master Dr 
Skinner now lives in London, where 
he researches, writes and consults on 
Feng Shui.

mr Edgar Lok Tin Yung 
Feng Shui & Chinese Astrology, 
Australia

Mr Edgar Lok Tin Yung is a 39th 
generation Yang Gong Feng Shui, 
the San Yeun Yeun Gua (SYYG) Great 
Grand Master Liu Jiangdong’s lineage 
holder.  Living in Melbourne, Australia, 
he is the only 39th generation lineage 
holder outside China.  With his 
passions in consulting and helping 
clients achieve their goals, Mr Yung 
works as a full time Feng Shui master 
and teacher.  He enjoys teaching and 
spreading awareness of traditional 
Feng Shui, and has been granted 
permission to teach the SYYG system 
from his Master since 2018, teaches 
various Feng Shui courses in Oceania 
and Asia, and being the only Master 
to teach the SYYG Feng Shui system 
in English. Mr Edgar Yung has accu-
mulated great amounts of experi-
ence from real life Feng Shui cases, 
enabling his effective and practical 
implementation of the SYYG system.

OUR SPeAKeRS

Senior  master Yap Boh Chu 
Yap Cheng Hai Feng Shui Academy, 
Malaysia

Senior Master Yap Boh Chu graduated 
from Swinburne Institute of Tech-
nology (now Swinburne University) 
Australia, with double majors in Inform-
ation Technology and Accounting. Fol-
lowing the footsteps of his father, the 
world renowned late Grand Master Yap 
Cheng Hai, he received and mastered 
the science and skill passed down by 
his father. Since then, Senior Master 
Yap has become a notable Feng Shui 
consultant, whose unique approach 
to Feng Shui successfully marries 
scientific and traditional, addresses the 
needs of 21st century and speaks to 
global audience. Alongside Grand Mas-
ter Yap, he co-founded Yap Cheng Hai 
Academy, teaching and spreading the 
knowledge of Feng Shui internation-
ally. He has worked on various mega 
projects, including the master planning 
of Taman Pagoh Jaya in Malaysia, 
commercial buildings in Canada, Ger-
many, Indonesia, Russia, Saudi Arabia, 
Singapore and many others.

master Adriel Trinidad
Lightcatchers Crystal,  Philippines

Master Adriel Jose-Angelo Trinidad 
successfully heading the Feng Shui 
department of Lightcatchers Crystals, 
his family’s enterprise established in 
2008, and remains the youngest and 
only Filipino male Feng Shui Master 
accredited by International Feng Shui 
Association (IFSA).  An IT Graduate, 
Master AA, as he is fondly called, 
completed his Feng Shui studies and 
training in Japan, Singapore, and 
Hong Kong under personal tutelage 
and mentorship of internationally 
acclaimed Feng Shui Grandmaster 
Raymond Lo.  Together with his sister 
and mother, also graduates of Ray-
mond Lo Feng Shui School, they have 
successfully integrated what they 
have learned to their background 
of holistic personal empowerment 
and development.  Much in demand 
in the Philippines and abroad, 
Lightcatchers Crystals with Master 
AA leaderships, has been credited for 
improving the lives, careers, and busi-
nesses of their numerous clients.
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master Jacek Kryg
School Without Borders,  
Poland

Polish born Master Jacek Kryg 
specialised in Chinese culture during 
university, and wrote his MA and 
postgraduate thesis on “Yijing and 
Its Reflection of Chinese Society” 
and “Contemporary Perception of 
Daoism” respectively. He is credited 
as a pioneer in educating the general 
public in Poland on I Ching and 
Feng Shui during the early 1980s. His 
frequent travels to the East over two 
decades from 1970s to 1990s earned 
him practical knowledge on Chinese 
and Indian culture, and also led him 
to tutor under the late GM Yap Cheng 
Hai. His own feng shui school “School 
Without Borders” was established in 
1998. Master kryg is the President of 
IFSA Poland Chapter.  He run his own 
Polish television program “Metafizyka 
Chñska” or Chinese Metaphysics, 
and is also the author of some four 
hundred publications.

master goh guan Leong 
Way Fengshui group,  
Singapore

Master Goh Guan Leong specializes 
in Bazi and fengshui consultation 
and has been a fengshui master of 
Way Fengshui Group since 2004. 
Under the mentorship of Grand 
Master Tan Khoon Yong and Master 
Chew Keat Leng, he taught many 
bazi and fengshui courses at Way 
Fengshui Academy. Master Goh is a 
well-received author, and has been 
delivering talks at the IFSC since 2005, 
which affirmed his role as a proficient 
public speaker. His expertise include 
feng shui optimization, name selec-
tion to complements one’s Bazi, and 
career mapping.  Since 2005, Master 
Goh has helped more than 20,000 
families name their little bundles 
of joy, forging unbreakable familial 
bonds in the process. Through the 
years, Master Goh Guan Leong has 
tirelessly cultivated a wide range of 
proficiencies, and is always on the 
lookout for new knowledge.

master Hitoshi Kawamoto 
green Dragon Feng-Shui Interior, 
Japan

As President of an interior 
construction company, Master 
Hitoshi Kawamoto’s interest in Feng 
Shui began with the aim of creating 
spaces for his clients that followed 
Feng Shui principles so to reap its 
benefits.  In 2006, Master Hitoshi 
Kawamoto began his Feng Shui 
journey after attending a course 
taught by GM Raymond Lo in Hong 
Kong, and has never looked back 
since.  In 2020, Master Kawamoto was 
appointed as President and has since 
been at the helm of International 
Feng Shui Association’s Japan 
Chapter.

master Jane Langof
Feng Shui Concepts,  
Australia

Master Jane Langof is an award-win-
ning Feng Shui master and interior 
designer with 15 years of practice. As 
the founder of Feng Shui Concepts, a 
consultancy practice in Sydney, Aus-
tralia, she is dedicated to expanding 
the industry and demonstrating the 
value of Feng Shui for self-improve-
ment, property enhancement and 
design.  With a harmonious blend of 
creativity and practicality, Master Jane 
specialises in building design, renov-
ations and refurbishment projects.  
Her portfolio includes award-winning 
residential homes, commercial venues, 
hospitality establishments, property 
developments, and community spaces. 
Driven by her passion for creating 
beautiful spaces that inspire abund-
ance, Jane actively shares her insights 
through various media channels and as 
a sought-after speaker at property and 
design events. Join Master Jane Langof 
to unlock the transformative potential 
of Feng Shui in your life and business.

master Janene Laird 
Shengchi-Feng Shui, Australia

As principle consultant and founder 
of Shenchi Australia, Master Janene 
Laird from education background 
is well-equip with two decades 
of study, practical experience in 
the Feng Shui industry. She is the 
President of IFSA Australia Chapter 
since 2010, founder and editor of 
“Feng Shui Today” magazine and was 
accredited as IFSA Feng Shui Master 
in 2011. She commenced formal 
studies of Chinese Metaphysics in 
2003 and obtained her Advanced 
Practitioner Diploma from GM 
Raymond Lo in 2008. In 2009 while 
living in Singapore, she furthered her 
studies with GM Vincent Koh and 
completed Certificates of Practice in 
Feng Shui, Four Pillars of Destiny and 
Zi Wei Dou Shu. Since Master Janene 
Laird returned to Australia in 2012, 
she continues her study and practice 
under guidance of GM Dr Stephen 
Skinner and Dr Chong Jin Peh.

Speaker naly Long,  
Cambodia Feng Shui Pioneer 
Master Naly Fengshui Co., Ltd 

Master Long Naly is a Cambodian 
pioneering figure in the field of feng 
shui, whose wisdom and guidance 
have inspired countless individuals. In 
2016, she was recognized as a Master 
in Cambodia and founded Master 
Naly Fengshui Co. Ltd (2016-Present), 
which quickly became a leading feng 
shui consultation center in Cambodia. 
Over the years, Master Naly continued 
to innovate and expand her reach in 
the field of feng shui, founding the 
My Destiny Fengshui App (2018-2019, 
Fengshui Center Cambodia), My 
Energy Villa (2019-2022, My 5 Element 
Property Co. Ltd), and various talk 
show programs based in Cambodia. 
Her latest venture is Yin Paradise 
Memorial Park (2022-Present, Yin 
Paradise Co.Ltd).  Today, Master Naly’s 
innovative ventures and commitment 
in bringing prosperity, well-being to 
the general public continues, creating 
transformative impact to Cambodia’s 
fengshui industry.

Dr Jin Peh
JinPeh.com, United Arab 
emirates

Dr Jin Peh completed his medical 
training in Perth, Western Australia 
before studying Broadcasting 
Journalism. He then embarked on 
a two-year internship with Master 
Chen Chien Lee in Taiwan.   He 
was a Feng Shui columnist for the 
leading Hong Kong English news-
paper, the South China Morning 
Post from 2005 to 2011. Notably, 
contents of those columns have 
now been reissued as Practical 
Feng Shui Tips.  Besides newspaper 
column, Dr Jin Peh has also written 
nine books on Bazi or Four Pillars 
of Destiny, the latest four being 
“Practical Ten Gods”, “Understand-
ing the 100 Life Paths”, “Introducing 
the 600 Life Paths” and “Under-
standing the 60 Personalities”. He 
has also collaborated on three 
Bazi books with Dr Lily Chung, his 
Chinese Astrology teacher, as well 
as the “LuoPan handbook” with 
Grand Master Dr Stephen Skinner.

master maureen Chu 
Raymond Lo Feng Shui School, 
Hong Kong

A Specialist in promoting Health 
Science and Chinese Metaphysics, 
Master Maureen Chu gradu-
ated from Ryerson Polytechnic 
University, Toronto, Canada. She 
is an instructor from Raymond Lo 
Maureen Chu, School Of Feng Shui 
and Destiny and is founder of BaZi 
Personalised Nutrition, frequently 
conducting training program 
specialising in BaZi and Health, 
organising free talks, seminars and 
regular media promotion on BaZi 
and Health.  Besides a successful 
career as Specialist in Modern Nu-
tritional Science, she is also active 
in community services and have 
been appointed District Council by 
the HK Government and awarded 
with Badge Of Honour in 1995 and 
Medal Of Honour in 2005. Master 
Maureen Chu is also a certified 
Hyponotherapist by Guild of 
Hyponotists in May 2022.
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master Tim Chu 
elite Fengshui Consultancy, 
Singapore

Master Tim Chua is the founder 
and principal consultant of Elite 
Fengshui Consultancy. He is an IFSA 
(International Feng Shui Association) 
Accredited Master, having acquired 
his knowledge of Feng Shui from vari-
ous Xuan Kong lineages and trained 
under renowned grandmasters from 
China, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Malaysian 
and Singapore. Master Tim Chua has 
more than 10 years of experience 
in providing Feng Shui consultation 
services for businesses and private cli-
ents with specialization in residential, 
commercial and industrial property 
audit. He has been providing excel-
lent and trustworthy services to his 
clients in Singapore, Southeast Asia as 
well as in Australia. Over the years,
Master Tim Chua has many clients 
returning for his services in choosing 
new premises, setting up new office 
for business expansions, and making 
strategic decisions.

Sponsored By

This souvenir programme is proudly sponsored by

master Ray goh
MYFAD (Malaysia Fengshui 
Astrology Destiny) Sdn Bhd, 
Malaysia

Master Ray Goh studied and re-
searched on ZiWei DouShu, Bazi and 
Feng Shui, and started off by provid-
ing consultation through a Non-Profit 
Organisation.  In 1990, he started 
formal trainings with many notable 
masters, accepted as their in-house 
disciple. With years of practices, he 
gained ample experiences to practice 
independently. In 2010, Master Ray 
Goh started providing extensive 
consultations for charities.  He is 
recognised for successful feng shui 
audits of hotels, buildings, shopping 
malls, government centre, enforce-
ment units and temples. He is a trus-
ted advisor to people from all walks 
of life, he analyses destiny charts with 
accuracy, which assisted in planning 
for the future.  To date, Master Ray 
Goh has helped many individuals 
better prepare and manage their lives 
through consultations, counselling, 
profiling & planning.

master Dr Sabine Kullak 
Self element,  
germany

During her six years in China, Master 
Dr Sabine Kullak studied Feng Shui, Ba 
Zi Suan Ming and I Ching with Grand 
Master Raymond Lo, and embraced 
their practical implications in daily life. 
In 2017, she was accredited as Master 
of Feng Shui by IFSA. Master Dr Kullak 
holds a PhD in Organizational and 
Environmental Psychology.  By integ-
rating perspectives of East and West 
with her knowledge of Chinese Life 
Sciences, contemporary Western Psy-
chology and intercultural expertise, 
she maintain a successful track record 
in delivering feng shui services. Her 
“Self Element” brand constitutes the 
creation of supportive contemporary 
spaces and Ba Zi Suan Ming consulta-
tions, with the aim of boosting careers 
and shaping satisfactory lifestyles. 
Master Dr Sabine Kullak now lives in 
Germany, where she consults, trains 
and speaks on the topic of Chinese 
Life Sciences.

master SBS Surendran
Feng Shui Server,  
India

Master S.BS.Surendran is a Feng Shui 
master, Vaastu expert, bio energeti-
cian and practicing consultant and 
trainer for over 18 years. He was 
trained under Grand Masters from 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Paris, and provides 
consultations covering the fields of 
Feng Shui, Bazi, I Ching, Vedic Vaastu 
empowered with bio energy and 
Geo magnetic analysis.  A qualified 
electrical engineer and Master of 
Bioenergetics, Master Surendran in-
tegrates sciences of Feng shui, Vaastu, 
Bio-energetics and offers services to 
clients ranging from homes to mega 
projects globally.  As the first Indian to 
be accredited as feng shui master by 
IFSA, he has been a popular speaker 
delivering talks, conducted seminars 
in many parts of the globe under 
various aegis, columnist and writer 
for international publications and 
has to his credit a large number of TV 
appearances.
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